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Abstract 

Darkening the dawn of a new era painstakingly liberated from the trammels of Cold War – 

played out in proxy wars, totalitarian Communist nation-states espousing central planning 

struggling against a market oriented democratic bloc – is the shadow of a potentially more 

wrenching ideological divide. Liberal nations committed to the rights revolution find themselves 

pitted against established and wannabe nation-states drawing upon ancient religions for their 

identities. The political and military dimensions of this new world order are with us on a daily 

basis, constantly reminding us of its violent ramifications: assassinations, suicide bombings, 

body counts from intractable civil wars dominate the news. Less appreciated are the economic 

dimensions of this conflict. This paper shows liberal nationalism encourages human 

development while religious nationalism diminishes it.  An important corollary of this finding 

concerns the so-called material foundations of secularism, namely the view that societies are 

secular because their populations enjoy economic security as evidenced by a high level of 

human development. The view taken here is that the ideology – beliefs – profoundly shapes the 

human development of a nation’s populace. Where an agenda promoting individual and 

minority group rights prevails, improving human development goes hand in hand with advances 

in the per capita standard of living. Where a religious agenda runs counter to rights rising real 

per capita incomes is not automatically devoted to bolstering the human development of the 

populace. Secularism and human development go hand in hand mainly because of ideas 

realized in the political sphere; not because material well-being automatically promotes secular 

values. One possible outcome for societies shaped by religious nationalism is a religion trap, 

successful development falling victim to adherence to religious inspired ideology. 
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I The Argument 

 Six points are central to this paper. 

 One: Nationalism emerged in Europe during the Enlightenment. Deeply opposed to the 

hierarchical state system that proceeded the nation-state system nationalism preaches 

progress for the masses. It is realized in the material realm through infrastructure construction. 

It takes three major forms: moderate Enlightenment, radical Enlightenment, and counter-

Enlightenment. In the contemporary world liberal nationalism derives from the moderate and 

radical Enlightenment traditions; Communism, Fascism and religious nationalism from the 

counter-Enlightenment tradition. 

 Two: In the post-Cold War period, the deepest ideological chasm is between extreme 

liberal nationalism – the best government conceived to be one guaranteeing freedom of 

opportunity and belief for its citizenry, restricting its activity to protecting individuals from 

encroachments on their liberty - and extreme religious nationalism, theocracy. Neither ideal 

type exists in the real world. What does exist is a spectrum, exemplified in this paper by the 

variable LIBRELIN ranging from values near 1 (relatively liberal) and values near 0 (relatively 

religious). 

 Third: There is a positive association between LIBRELIN and the human development 

index. 

 Fourth: The association between LIBRELIN and the human development index is 

principally but not exclusively the result of nation-state policies reflecting the ideology of the 
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nation-state. A secondary factor is the standard of living that is shaped by human agency and 

natural resource endowments. 

 Fifth: International cross-sectional associations between secularism and the human 

development index are best understood in terms of where a country places on the LIBRELIN 

spectrum. However causation may flow in the other direction as well: from human 

development to secular orientation. That this is possible makes the idea of a religion trap 

plausible. 

 Sixth: There are number of countries occupying the middle range of LIBRELIN that are 

subject to religious civil wars and attacks on domestic peace and tranquility by separatist 

groups pursuing a religious nationalist agenda. These disruptions force the aggrieved 

governments to divert attention and resources away from promoting human development 

toward squelching civil unrest. 

II Liberal Nationalism and Religious Nationalism 

 To some readers the term “religious nationalism” may seem an oxymoron: isn’t 

nationalism secular because it is “modern”? 

 No. 

 To be sure religion is old. Nationalism is modern.1 Based on the principle that 

sovereignty lies with the people - the common folk, the masses - it is committed to progress in 

the material sphere. To actually achieve progress policy makers in successful nation-states 

invest in infrastructure: human capital enhancing (education, public health); physical (harbors, 

paved roads, airports, hydroelectric power grids); and financial (central banks). As well they 
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define an ideology serving as a model for national identity typically promoted through the 

school system. There is no reason why this ideology must be secular. 

Historically nationalism first emerged with the 17th and 18th century Enlightenment in 

Europe. In its original form – in Great Britain – it took the form of classic liberalism. It espoused 

individual rights, in principle if not in practice freedom of thought and freedom of religion.2 As a 

theory of nation-state branding this so-called moderate Enlightenment approach to nation-

state creation did not necessarily aspire to mass democracy. Democracy was a long time 

coming in Great Britain. In the case of the United States, founded on moderate Enlightenment 

principles, democracy in theory - albeit not in practice - was embraced along with rights. 

 With the creation of the First French Republic a second model for nation-state branding 

strutted on the international stage: republicanism. Hostile to religion or any other doctrine 

competing with loyalty to the nation, this theory is often referred to in the literature as laїcité. 3 

I classify it as radical Enlightenment nationalism.  

 It should be noted that both moderate and radical Enlightenment nationalism 

emphasize separation of church and state but in different ways. In moderate Enlightenment 

nationalism religious competition is encouraged, individuals encouraged to embrace whatever 

doctrine they freely choose. The state and the law acts as a neutral referee, not taking sides on 

what religion might be the best. That said, it may encourage religion, for instance by exempting 

churches and donations to churches from taxation. In the radical Enlightenment theory 

republicanism is aggressively equated with secularism. In private one is free to pursue religious 

doctrine and ritual; however public display of religious devotion is discouraged. 
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 The third model of nation-state branding is the Counter-Enlightenment model. In this 

model the emphasis is on the voice of the people as enunciated by a single party, whether it be 

a Communist party committed to the dictatorship of the proletariat, a Nazi leader espousing a 

radical theory of eugenics, a personality cult centered around a single individual or family line, 

or a theocracy where the guardians claim to channel the will of God. Religious nationalism is an 

example of this form of nation-state branding. 4 But states built around ideologies like Marxist-

Leninist Communism that are overtly hostile to organized religion – the so-called “opiate” of 

the masses – also fall into this Counter-Enlightenment category.  

 In practice no nation-state is an unblemished example of moderate, radical or Counter-

Enlightenment nationalism. All are hybrids. Still, ideology stated in terms of starkly stated 

principle is important, especially because nation-state propaganda – and even its diplomacy – 

involves criticizing other nation-states for failing to live up to their stated ideals.  

 There are two compelling reasons why no state is a perfect example of moderate, 

radical or Counter-Enlightenment nationalism: the heterogeneity of preferences and the 

contradiction between universal principles applicable to all peoples and nationalism.  

In no country is the populace of one mind: in democracies groups struggle through 

elections to achieve national power so they can shape the nation-state branding of their 

country; in non-democracies dissident groups contend in other ways, for instance by fomenting 

civil rebellions, encouraging coups or by attempting to separate themselves off as a territorial 

unit, fostering the creation of a fresh nation-state by breaking off from the one to which they 

currently belong. 
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Moreover in so far as Communism or liberal democracy or religion serves as the core 

ideology of a nation-state the ideology overreaches. Communism preached an international 

revolution of the working classes ushering in the demise of states altogether in a future world 

in which classless societies would disappear. The major religions – Judaism and Hinduism being 

possible exceptions – offer salvation or enlightenment to all regardless of nationality or place of 

birth. Liberal nationalism is rooted in a theory of individualism so why differentiate between 

individuals in different countries? Do they not all have equal value as citizens of the world? In 

short the notion of a system of unique nation-states carving up the world, each claiming its own 

model of nationality as the best, is inconsistent with the universal claims of the ideologies 

involved.5  

To a geopolitical realist this is not necessarily a bad thing. If one assumes national 

leaders really make decisions – or at least should make decisions - along the lines of stark 

military, economic and power realities alone, denigrating ideological principles, one might say 

that nation-state branding is irrelevant. The problem with this view is that economic 

performance – hence the capacity to throw resources into military equipment and personnel – 

may depend on ideology. Moreover it is not obvious that ideology is irrelevant in international 

diplomacy and the geopolitical machinations of states. 

In short while it is important to acknowledge that nation-state ideological branding is 

imperfect it is equally important to not dismiss it out of hand. Indeed the argument of this 

paper is that in the post-1990 world adhering to liberal nationalism or religious nationalism 
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matters. In particular it matters for human development, hence for long-run economic 

performance. 

III The Rise of Religious Nationalism 

In the aftermath of the Cold War religious nationalism emerged as an increasingly visible 

form of nationalism opposed to liberal nationalism. That said, the ideological conflict between 

religious nationalists and their opponents commenced much earlier, during the Cold War itself. 

The end of the Cold War simply reshaped the identity of some of the opposing parties.  

While it is true that the collapse of European Communism refashioned ideological 

divisions worldwide, the Cold War itself set the stage for the conflict between liberal 

nationalism and religious nationalism. First it did so because the Cold War promoted the rights 

revolution in the United States and Western Europe, setting the stage for growing distrust of 

Western influence in those parts of the world where religious nationalist ideology enjoyed a 

strong political base. Second it did so during the Cold War because the deepest political 

divisions in the developing world were between adherents to Communism or leftist Socialism 

attracted to the anti-colonialist ideology of the Communist bloc – so-called secularists – and 

their opponents, most of whom rejected secularism, embracing religion as a defining 

characteristic of idealized national identity. With the collapse of Communism many developing 

world Communists jumped from one form of Counter-Enlightenment nationalism to its 

apparent antithesis, namely religious nationalism. In effect they were jettisoning one form of 

Counter-Enlightenment nationalism for another form of Counter-Enlightenment nationalism.6 
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One of the most important consequences of the Cold War was the promotion of the 

rights revolution in the United States and Europe. In the ideological tussle between the United 

States and the Soviet Union, a common criticism of the United States advanced by the Soviets 

was the mistreatment of African-Americans in the United States. Opposing totalitarian one-

party rule in the Communist bloc, American propaganda claimed the West guaranteed 

freedom. So why weren’t African-Americans free in the Jim Crow southern states? African-

American leaders like Martin Luther King realized this, shaping his message for civil rights in 

terms of progress toward greater freedom. Once the rights revolution got under way for 

African-Americans, arguments for women’s rights, children’s rights, gay rights, and ultimately 

animal rights established a strong foothold in the United States. Pinker (2011) devotes an entire 

chapter (Chapter 7) to the rights revolution. In it he provides compelling evidence for the 

United States that a “rights revolution” swept across the American landscape especially after 

1960. Use of terms like “civil rights,” “women’s rights,” and “gay rights” gained currency in 

publications; hate-crime murders of African-Americans plummeted; disapproval of interracial 

marriage amongst whites (98% in 1955) dropped to around 27% by 1995; rape levels fell along a 

steep trend line; and assaults by intimate partners (per 100,000 women) dropped from around 

1,000 in 1993 to around 500 in 2005.7  

Those clinging to the traditional values of the world’s major religions – generally 

patriarchal – did not necessarily view these trends with equanimity. Indeed in the United States 

where religious orientation was given a strong fillip by the so-called war against godless 

Communism the rights revolution encouraged a strong religious backlash among so-called 

Fundamentalist Christians. During the 1970s and 1980s opposition to abortion – the right to 
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make use of one’s body as a woman chooses being one tenet of the women’s rights movement 

– and gay marriage was increasingly politicized in the United States. 8 The backlash was hardly 

restricted to the United States. Ominously it became a growing source of discontent with the 

American push for expansion of rights among its Cold War allies. In Western Europe – 

committed to the rights revolution partly due to guilt over its horrid record on human rights 

during World War II – the spinoff of the American rights revolution did not raise hackles. But in 

the Central Eastern Treaty Organization (CENTO) bloc of United States allies (Iran, Iraq, Pakistan 

and Turkey) where religious nationalist sentiment vigorously contended with secularism, the 

rights revolution - notably the promotion of women’s rights - was not viewed favorably.  

Without a doubt resistance to the rights revolution in the West did play a role in 

fomenting religious nationalism. Still religious nationalist sentiment was on the rise during the 

Cold War in two groups of countries for wholly domestic reasons as well.  

Ironically one group consisted of the Communist bloc itself. In Eastern Europe and the 

Soviet Union opponents of totalitarianism often flocked to the churches. As De George and 

Scanlan (1974) and Ramet (1989) point out, the churches were officially tolerated but 

bureaucratically controlled by Communist regimes ostensibly committed to Marxist inspired 

atheism. Indeed they offered a model for national identification to alternative to Communist 

defined nationalism in countries like Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania and the Soviet 

Union. Indeed Stalin himself encouraged allegiance to the Russian Orthodox Church during 

World War II due to the church’s nationalistic appeal.  
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A second group consisted of non-Communist countries that were not committed to 

liberal nationalism. A substantial number of these countries were governed by secular 

personality cults backed up by the military. This was because nation-state building during the 

Cold War was strongly influenced by the retreat of European and Japanese imperialism after 

1945 leaving a power vacuum that charismatic military figures could exploit. To be sure 

depending on the colony involved, colonizing governments left a legacy that newly independent 

nation-states could draw upon: notably legal systems and physical infrastructure. Typically the 

secular liberal nationalist model was promoted by the colonizer as an ideal type. Rejecting this 

form of government were two types of resistance movements: one revolutionary, the other 

religious.  

With the collapse of colonialism it was not unusual for the secularists, exploiting the 

operational advantages of well disciplined revolutionary parties or military cliques, to seize 

power. Finding the rhetoric of, or the financial largess offered by, the Soviet Union persuasive, 

they often leaned toward Communism. After all building on Lenin’s theory of imperialism as the 

highest stage of capitalism, the Soviet Union formulated its foreign policy in Africa, Southeast 

Asia and the Middle East around an anti-colonialist theme. As a result strongly anti-religious but 

also deeply anti-liberal movements sprang up in many of the freshly minted nation-states freed 

of colonial interference. Resisting these movements were religious nationalists who viewed 

with trepidation attempts by Communist leaning secular elites to suppress religion.9 In the 

typical case religious nationalists rejected all forms of secular rule: liberal, Marxist-Leninist 

totalitarian, and military bolstered personality cult. 
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Given this background it is not surprising that the collapse of the Soviet Union and the 

sweeping away of Communist regimes in Eastern Europe ushered in a global wave of religious 

nationalism. The Soviet Union dissolved and Soviet Communism repudiated and dismantled, 

Eastern Europe liberated from Russian on-going military threats, Germany reunified 

strengthening Western Europe: all of this set the stage for a resurgence of religion in Eastern 

Europe and Russia. Particularly in former regions of the Soviet Union heavily populated with 

Muslims religious nationalism flourished. As well Catholic Poland emerged as a bulwark of 

Christian nationalism in Central Europe. As Communist insurgencies in South East Asia and the 

Middle East lost steam, advocates of religious nationalism became increasingly emboldened, 

bolstering religion as a vehicle for national unification across the Eurasian land mass from the 

shores of Thailand to the borders of Germany. 

To some scholars this has opened up the possibility of a new Cold War, a global battle 

between liberal nationalism and religious nationalism. 10 To other scholars the resurgence of 

religion in the public sphere called into question the validity of the secularization hypothesis, 

the sociological theory that links economic and political modernization to secular thinking and a 

falloff in performance of religious ritual including church attendance.11 That the public sphere – 

political and economic affairs in particular – has been increasingly informed by religious 

argument goes hand in hand with the fact that the world appears to be becoming increasingly 

religious, particularly comparing figures on religious affiliation for 1970 with those for 2010. 12 

Has secularization been reversed? Is the entire issue of the meaning of secularization leaving 

the realm of sociological theory and moving increasingly into the field of political economy? 
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IV Measuring the Spectrum from Liberal to Religious Nationalism 

 

 That no country is completely liberal and no country completely religious in its national 

branding is a point already argued. That said, in principle there is no conceptual barrier to 

constructing an index – LIBRELIN – capturing the range of nation-state branding from highly 

liberal to highly religious. It may not be perfect. Indeed given the hybrid nature of actual nation-

states it is unreasonable to suppose it can be perfect. The advantage of an index it provides a 

way to quantify a spectrum. This is the position this paper takes. 

 In constructing the indices I use here I assume that protecting freedom is inseparable 

from guaranteeing rule of law, transparency and administrative efficiency; and that the capacity 

to realize nation-state building through infrastructure investment matters. 

 The LIBRELIN variable is constructed as follows. There are two components both 

normalized to one, averaged together yielding a range for LIBRELIN running between 0 and 1. 

That is:  

(1) LIBRELIN = ½ (SECIN) + ½ (GOVLAW). 

The first component, SECIN captures secular orientation in government. Using data from 

the Association of Religion Data Archives (2013, 2014), SECIN is calculated from four measures 

of secular orientation: 

(2) SECIN = ¼ (FRS) + ¼ (LAWR) + ¼ (FEXB) + ¼ (CONFR) 

where 13 
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FRS = Freedom of expression of beliefs (normalized to one); LAWR = is the legal system largely 

based on religious law (normalized to one); FEXB = a measure of freedom of expression of 

beliefs (normalized to one); and CONFR = does the constitution and/or the legal system 

guarantee freedom of religion? 

 The second component of LIBRELIN captures government efficiency and rule of law. Its 

acronym is GOVLAW. GOVLAW is computed as follows 14: 

(3) GOVLAW = ½ (GOVFUN) + ½ (LAW) 

where GOVFUN = indicator of the quality of government functioning; and LAW = indicator of 

the rule of law. As with the measure SECIN the underlying data is from the Association of 

Religion Data Archives (2013, 2014). 

 In the tabulations relating LIBRELIN to the human development index I prefer using the 

non-income human development index value (HDIny), not the standard human development 

index (HDI). In tabulations involving the overall human development index I use an adjusted 

version of the LIBRELIN, namely 15 

(4) LIBRELINAD = 2/3 (LIBRELIN) + 1/3 (ENGIN) 

where  ENGIN = index of per capita efficiency adjusted energy consumption.  The idea is to 

adjust a nation-state’s level of LIBRELIN by the capacity of the country to secure energy 

resources. I am assuming much of this energy is used to fuel infrastructure construction and the 

transport, communication and educational service flow utilizing the infrastructure.  
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V Human Development in Liberal Nationalist States Trumps Human Development in 

Religious Nationalist States 

 The principal task of this paper is to document an association between the liberal-

religious index LIBRELIN and the non-income human development index HDIny; and, further, to 

extend the analysis to the relationship between the adjusted liberal-religious index LIBRELINAD 

and the human development index (HDI). Establishing causation – as opposed to association – 

is another matter altogether. While the paper eschews a formal attempt to establish cause, it 

does provide evidence suggesting causation runs from the nature of nationalism to the level of 

the human development index. The main focus is on the cross-section for the year 2010; the 

values for all variables involved are for 2010 or thereabouts. Reference to trends leading up to 

the year 2010 is made occasionally. 

  Cross-tabulations appear in Tables 1. [Tables 1]  Several points jump out. There is a 

positive relationship between LIBRELIN and both the HDI and the HDIny (the relationship 

between the liberal-religious nationalism index and the non-income human development index 

does not appear to be a strong as the association between the energy adjusted LIBRELIN and 

the HDI). In short command over material resources – for instance per capita income - matters. 

Still as a group, countries enjoying the highest level of LIBRELIN (LIBRELIN greater than or equal 

to .9) enjoy higher ranking for the HDI than they do for gross national income (GNI).  Indeed 

this group is the only group enjoying this characteristic. One possible reason why this is the case 

is the positive relationship between LIBRELIN and the percentage of the population satisfied 
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with their freedom of choice (SAT) observed in the cross-tabulations. In the group of countries 

with the lowest levels of LIBRELIN, levels of SAT are low, as are levels of safety (SAFE).  

According to standard liberal doctrine, freedom of choice in establishing a career, 

running a business and exercising voice in the public sphere matter in shaping the level of 

output per worker. People work harder when they find their employment gratifying as well as 

remunerative. Forcing individuals into jobs they despise is not a recipe for diligence, 

responsibility, dedication. The results concerning SAT suggest this view is valid.  

As well, feeling safe is important. If an individual fears being robbed, violated sexually, 

arrested without recourse to due legal process, he or she is likely to avoid taking risks, a key 

element fostering innovation. 

 The importance of nation-state branding for human development is corroborated by 

Charts 1 and 2. [Charts 1 and 2 about here]. Especially tight is the scatter diagram fit captured 

in Chart 2: in this chart, values for the adjusted liberal-religion nationalism index are plotted 

against values for the overall human development index (not just the non-income human 

development index). Recall the view of successful nation-state building I espouse makes 

actually implementing a nationalism agenda through infrastructure essential. 

 In the literature on religious nationalism much attention has been devoted to Islam. It is 

often argued adherence to Islamic beliefs in government raises conceptual problems with the 

promoting human rights even where sharia is not the law of the land, even where Salafist-

jihadists are not strongly entrenched. The tabulations in Table 1 do suggest that the percentage 

Muslim is unusually high in the group where LIBRELIN is the lowest. Does this mean that human 
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development is unusually low in predominantly Muslim countries? No. As can be seen from 

Table 2 countries with the lowest level of non-income human development are not 

predominantly Muslim. [Table 2 about here]. 

 Nor can it be said that predominantly Muslim countries eschew democracy. According 

to recent tabulations made by Freedom House there are 117 democracies in the world as of the 

year 2012, up dramatically from 1990 when Communism collapsed (there were 69 democracies 

at that time). Of these a substantial number exist in the Muslim world. As can be seen from 

Table 3 Turkey, Indonesia, Malaysia, Kuwait, Morocco, Tunisia, and Syria are all classified as 

democracies. [Table 3 about here]. That said, what is true is that democracy in Islamic 

countries is not high quality democracy at least as measured by Freedom House. This leads to 

an important point: being a democracy is not equivalent to adhering to liberal nationalism. 

Democracy is majority rule exercised through elections. Liberal nationalism is about protecting 

individual rights, including the rights of minority groups. The agendas differ. Majorities can 

trample upon individual liberty; majorities can make a mockery of minority group rights. One 

does not have to cite conditions in Teheran or Cairo to make this case. Consider Germany in 

1933, the year Adolf Hitler became Reich Chancellor on the heels of a strong vote for the Nazi 

party. Or again recall the United States prior to the passage of the 13th, 14th and 15th 

amendments to the Constitution trampled on the rights of slaves and later on former slaves in 

the American south during the heyday of Jim Crow. 

 What does appear to be true of human development in predominantly Muslim 

countries is the following: at any given level of per capita income human development is lower 
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in Muslim countries than it is countries adhering more closely to liberal nationalist values. This 

conclusion can be inferred from Table 1 (the group with the lowest level of LIBRELIN has the 

largest negative gap between the rank of the HDI and the rank of the GNI). Table 4 provides 

corroborating evidence: it shows that South Korea was able to achieve a far higher level of 

human development than predominantly Muslim countries enjoying far higher levels of per 

capita income than South Korea did prior to the year 2000. [Table 4 about here]. Table 4 also 

suggests two additional points: in some Muslim countries human development is quite high 

(notably Bahrain) despite a relatively poor level of defending human rights (suggesting a high 

level of human development does not guarantee secularism); and human development has 

been improving in many countries throughout the Muslim world, notably Iran which has is a 

hybrid theocracy-democracy.  

Does that mean one should be optimistic about human development in the world of 

religious nationalism? No. comparison with the South Korean record is a warning that 

improving human development should never be neglected by nationalists aspiring to successful 

long-run growth in national per capita income. The Table 4 figures – admittedly scanty - imply 

there is an upper limit to human development in countries under the grasp of religious-

nationalism. Using that logic one can infer that the long-rate fate of the oil producing Persian 

Gulf region may be dire, especially if the terms of trade it currently enjoys turn sharply against 

it. After all international prices for petroleum could well plummet as non-petroleum energy 

sources gain market share in the coming decades. 16  
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The cross-sectional associations we have explored imply religious nationalism 

diminishes, and liberal nationalism promotes, human development. To be sure establishing 

associations is not tantamount to demonstrating causation: the observed relationship between 

LIBRELIN and human development could be the result of human development promoting 

liberal values. Not the reverse. Along these lines assume liberal nationalism is basically 

secularism, relatively anemic attachment to religion. Human development being substantial, 

human flourishing – meeting material needs – is enhanced; insecurity stemming from 

compromised medical services, famine and starvation, extreme poverty and malnutrition is 

banished. In the terminology of Norris and Inglehart (2004) where there is “existential security” 

the demand for religious intervention is muted. Pursuing this logic Norris and Inglehart (2004: 

pg. 60 ff) regress “aggregate-level strength of participation in services of religious worship” 

against a variety of development variables including the HDI and the Gini coefficient measuring 

the degree of income inequality. 17 Their study finds that almost 50% of the variance in the 

dependent variable – a proxy for secularism – is explained by two variables, the human 

development index and the Gini coefficient.  

In short, should the human development index be treated as an independent or 

dependent variable in regression analysis? 

 In my opinion the strongest causation runs from beliefs as realized in nation-state 

branding to human development and material outcomes not the reverse. For instance in the 

majority of major oil producing states of the Muslim world per capita incomes are substantial – 

in principle there is no major “existential security” problem – but human development is 
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truncated. Moreover human development changes relatively slowly – over generations really as 

older individuals generally less well educated than their younger colleagues die off – but regime 

change can be rapid. Witness Iran where an Islamic revolution ousted the Shah or Afghanistan 

where a Communist government gave way to an Islamic state.18 When religious nationalism 

gains ascendency, religious participation soars: not necessarily because citizens become more 

religious in their deeply held personal values but simply because political pressure is applied 

root and branch throughout the society. Outspoken dissidents - atheists and agnostics – may be 

sent to prison. Ignoring religion in both public and private spheres becomes dangerous. The fact 

that religious nationalism is unlikely to take hold in the bloc of liberal nationalist countries 

means religiosity is a matter of personal choice, not the result of public coercion. In this bloc of 

countries where human development is high, hence per capita substantial, religiosity may be 

either muted or magnified depending on the situation (low in Western Europe but high in the 

United States). 

 However if causation does run both ways – from human development to religiosity and 

from religiosity to human development – a religion trap is a real possibility. In long-run 

international equilibrium one could have a liberal nationalist group enjoying substantial human 

development facing off against an entrenched religious nationalist group in which low to 

moderate human development prevails. 19 

VI  Contested Political Space, and Civil War  

 So far I have tried to show human development languishes in nation-states committed 

to religious branding. But this is only one adverse consequence of religious nationalism. What if 
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it spreads terror, assassination, even civil war? What if it leads countries into conflict traps 

where conflict deters economic growth leading to the spread of poverty and ultimately a high 

probability of lurching back into civil war? 20 As Lindberg (2008) points out civil wars launched 

between rival religious groups tend to either be very short, or when they are not quickly 

snuffed out, protracted. Protracted civil wars lead to destruction of infrastructure, disruption of 

trade, and capital flight away from contested regions and countries. 

 India knows these problems with a vengeance.21 

First and foremost there is the Hindu/Muslim division. The two groups differ profoundly 

in what they hold sacred, whether it be animals or territory. Hindus worship the cow: in 

Brahmanical theology the cows is a symbol of mother earth, the nurturer. Reminding 

themselves of God’s gift to the prophet Abraham – angels intervening to save the life of 

Abraham’s beloved son Isaac - Muslims sacrifice cows in sacred rituals.  

Sharing sacred space is another festering issue.  One example plucked out of many will 

suffice. Hindus claim that Ayodhya in Uttar Pradesh is the birthplace of Rama, asserting that a 

Mughal official Babar committed sacrilege by smashing into ruins a temple dedicated to Rama, 

replacing it with the Babri Mosque (from the Muslim perspective he was simply demonstrating 

his devotion to Islam by destroying impious icons). In the late 1980s Hindu groups began 

fashioning bricks, transporting them to Ayodhya, using them to rebuild the temple to Rama at 

the site of the mosque. Riots between Hindus and Muslims broke out in 1989. Scores were 

killed. The backwash from the riots reshaped Indian politics. Formed in protest over 

government handling of the affair, a Hindu nationalist party, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) 
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emerged. BJP leaders argued that the attempt of the national government to settle the dispute 

in an even-handed manner was actually discrimination pure and simple. In their eyes it 

convincingly proved the ruling Congress Party was only too willing to stomp upon the interests, 

the rights, of the Hindu majority in order to garner Muslim votes. Perhaps to them it was no 

more than divide and rule cynical politics, reminiscent of British Raj rule. 

In short the threat of religious tension between Hindus and Muslims reaching the 

violent boiling point is deeply entrenched in Indian politics. It is a powder-keg waiting to 

explode when harnessed by opportunistic political leaders riding the whirlwind of religious 

hatred. It is steeped in religious nationalism. 

Nor is - and was - Hindu/Muslim division the only source of deeply felt religion inspired 

civil discontent in India. Sikh militants, followers of Jarnail Singh Brindranwale, committed to 

hiving off a Sikh state (Khalistan) from India seized control of the Golden Temple in Amritsar in 

1983, setting up their own alternative government (in point of fact two competing groups of 

Sikh militants set up administrations in the Golden Temple). After countless frustrating 

negotiations with the Sikhs, Indira Gandhi dispatched troops into the Golden Temple aiming to 

bring the insurgency to a halt. After bloody clashes – over 2,000 killed – the Sikhs were finally 

taken routed, killed or taken captive. Blood flowed in the streets. Shortly thereafter Indira 

Gandhi herself was assassinated by two of Sikh bodyguards, bent on revenge. More blood 

flowed as Hindu mobs ravaged Muslim communities. And like Mahatma Gandhi before, and her 

son Rajiv Gandhi later on, Indira Gandhi was the victim of fanaticism drenched in the pieties of 

religious nationalism. 
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 Table 5 speaks to these issues, introducing a measure of years of religious civil wars 

endured by countries (the variable RELCWY) between 1946 and 2004.22  [Table 5 about here] 

The table suggests that human development is negatively impacted by religious civil wars and 

disturbances. Indeed among countries experiencing unusually bitter ongoing religious conflicts 

– Israel, the Philippines, Ethiopia, India and Burma (Myanmar) – are two (Israel and India) 

whose levels of LIBRELIN are substantial but whose level of human development is impaired. 

Tragically this is the case for India, soon to be the most populous country on the face of the 

earth. 

VII Conclusions 

 In the aftermath of the Cold War religious nationalism has leaped to the fore garnering 

worldwide attention in the field of international politics and diplomacy. It is more than a 

political problem; it is also a deterrent to human development in the developing world. Deeply 

opposed to liberal nationalism, religious nationalism hobbles human development, hence the 

prospects of long-run economic development for a number of countries in the developing 

world. It does so for two reasons: when successful in gaining power in countries, it limits human 

choice, frustrating the drive to compete in the labor market, in the worlds of business and in 

the avenues of commerce. In countries where it is not as yet been successful in creating nation-

states defined strictly in terms of one and only one religious tradition, it foments religious 

unrest and civil war, diverting resources away from development objectives. It is an issue that 

political economists ignore at their peril. 
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Footnotes 

1 For the theory of nationalism and nation-state branding advanced here see Mosk 

(2013: Chapters 1-3). 

2 Isaiah Berlin (2006: pg. 156) describes classic liberalism as reasoning based upon a 

negative concept of freedom. Negative in the sense that the laws and system of 

governance it imagines are and should be devoted to protecting individual rights – 

to realize ones economic objects, to protect private property, to guarantee freedom 

of thought and speech – from encroachments made at the hands of other 

individuals. Berlin differentiates this from positive freedom, by which he means 

finding a way to accommodate adversity through sublimation, embracing a doctrine 

of stoical acceptance of harsh reality lest the burden of reality destroy ones very 

viability. Modern ideologies that encourage individuals to do this include 

Communism and Fascism, identifying oneself with the forward inexorable march of 

history. As well the great world religions – Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and 

Buddhism for example – hold out this promise. Have faith, be like Job; escape misery 

through the eightfold path; take up your cross; and so on. 

3 Laїcité is an important model for nation-state branding in Europe. Elsewhere it was 

the doctrine embraced in by the Kemalist rulers in Turkey. 

4 It can be argued that the Counter-Enlightenment model offers an avenue for popular 

embrace of positive freedom in the sense that Isaiah Berlin gives to the concept of 

positive freedom (see footnote 2 for the definition of positive freedom). Pursing 

positive freedom is entirely consistent with embracing a mass movement offering 
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salvation (accept the will of God Job-like), enlightenment (reject material satisfaction 

that is illusory at best), or a teleological cause whose triumph will usher in a world of 

harmony and peace (e.g.: universal utopian Communism). 

5 Tamir (1993) struggles with reconciling universal claims of liberalism with 

nationalism in defining and defending the concept of liberal nationalism. Murphy 

(2013) differentiates between “liberal minimalist” regimes committed to rights – to 

the negative freedom discussed by Berlin (see footnote 2) – and “liberal nationalist 

and securitised” nation-states in Europe, pointing out that both sets of states 

attempt to govern according to variants of liberal principles. The fact that the 

Council of Europe – consisting of 47 member states – adheres to the articles and 

protocols of the European Convention of Human Rights means a universal set of 

rights is acknowledged at the super-state level, in this case guaranteed by the 

European Court of Human Rights (in principle the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights proclaimed by the General Assembly of the United Nations in 1948 is an even 

more sweeping assertion of super-national principles protecting rights). Without 

being excessively cynical about these super-national agreements one can point out 

that some of the members of the Council of Europe – notably Romania, the Russian 

Federation and Turkey – have been harshly criticized for stomping on human rights. 

Similar difficulties attend religious nationalism. For instance while Islam jihadists 

claim to be fighting for the establishment of a pan-national Islamic Caliphate in the 

Middle East, none of them are fighting for a universal Islamic state that would 

incorporate Muslims in Indonesia and India, nor are Sunni jihadists claiming to 
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defend the interests of the Shi’a Islamic community, notably in Iran. The reality is 

that liberal nationalists and religious nationalists are mainly concerned with the 

politics of their own nation-states. 

6 Lind (1994) simply refers to liberal and illiberal nationalism. I agree with his basic 

point that at the extreme states tend to be either liberal “rights defending” or 

illiberal “rights denigrating” in outlook. That said, I do believe that there is a 

spectrum running from liberal – mainly moderate or radical Enlightenment – to 

Counter-Enlightenment. With the collapse of Communism a rising proportion of 

Counter-Enlightenment states are religious nationalist in their outlook and policies.  

7 See Pinker (2011: 380, 386, 391, 402, 411, and 413). In the view taken here, the way 

human rights are defined within a nation-state or international body depends upon 

political negotiation. Taking this position does not mean denying the existence of 

universal human rights. Following Dworkin (2013) my personal view is that there are 

universal humanistic principles, ethical truths. As Individuals, we can and do know 

these truths. However at the level of societies the particular form human rights take 

upon many things: for instance religious ideology, political realities conditioned by 

the religious or cultural diversity of individual populations, and the pressure of 

international diplomacy. For this reason I reject the view that statements of human 

rights annunciated by national or international governments can and do transcend 

religious and cultural differences between countries. For instance in the West 

religious freedom is generally understood to include freedom from religion, 

including the right to change ones religion or to reject religion. This runs against an 
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important principle of Islamic societies that can and do execute individuals for 

renouncing Islam, converting to Christianity for instance (apostasy is a capital crime). 

For the literature struggling with the question of whether internationally defined 

human rights principles are truly independent of national religious and cultural 

realities see Bloom, Martin and Proudfoot (1996), Lerner (2000), Traer (1991) and 

van der Ven (2010). 

8 For the strengthening of religion in the United States during the Cold War see Beyer 

(1994: 114-5) and Wills (2007: 449-546). The Wills account includes an excellent 

treatment of the religious backlash against the rights revolution. 

9 It is a matter of considerable irony – a bitter pill swallowed by the architects of 

foreign policy in the United States - that American intelligence agencies found 

themselves supporting anti-Communist religious nationalists during the Cold War. 

For example the United States armed jihadists struggling against a Communist 

government put into place in Afghanistan by Soviet Union military intervention. 

Later on these same jihadists turned the firepower granted them by the Americans 

on the Americans themselves, in Afghanistan, in Pakistan, and in Iraq.  

10 Juergensmeyer (1993, 2008, 2010). 

11 One result of the questioning of secularization as a general theory is the 

proliferation of alternative models, competing definitions, of secularization. For this 

literature see Bhargava (1998, 2011); Butler, Habermas, Taylor, and West (2011); 

Calhoun (2011); Casanova (2011); Madsen (2011); Merriman (2009); Omer and 

Springs (2013); Stepan (2011); Van der Weer (2011); Van der Weer and Lehmann 
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(1999); and Warner, Van Antwerpen, and Calhoun (2010). For instance the 

influential widely cited book by Taylor (2007) makes an argument about 

secularization in the Christian West that is inapplicable in other cultural zones of the 

world. 

12 On the growth of religious affiliation over the period 1910-2010 see Johnson and 

Grim (2013). Among other statistical points made by Johnson and Grim is that the 

number of Christians, Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs, Jains and Baha’is have increased faster 

than world population over the decade 2000-2010. That Muslim, Hindu, Sikh and 

Jain populations have increased relatively rapidly is partly – perhaps mainly – due to 

high fertility prevailing amongst these groups. For the spread of Christianity, 

particularly in Africa, see Jenkins (2002). 

13 In the data source for FRS, a low score indicates freedom and a high score lack of 

freedom (the scores range from 0 to 7). I subtracted the numbers given from 7, then 

normalized the resulting scores to a range running from 0 to 1; for LAWR, I assigned 

a value of 1 if no laws are religious, .9 if some laws are religious, .1 if most laws are 

religious, and 0 if all laws are religious; for FEXB I took the original scores ranging 

from 0 to 16, normalizing them to a range running from 0 to 1; and for CONFR I 

assigned a value of 1 if the constitution or the legal system guaranteed freedom of 

religion, 0 otherwise. 

14 In the original data source the values for GOVFUN run from 0 to 12 and the values 

for LAW run from 0 to 16. I normalized the values to one in making my estimates of 

GOVLAW. 
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15 The data on per capita energy consumption adjusted for imports and exports is 

taken from the World Bank (2014). The source figures are in kilograms of oil 

equivalent. To convert these to an index I took the highest value of energy 

consumption per capita for the group of countries I examine in this study – for 

Kuwait – adjusting it by multiplying the value for Kuwait (10893) by the efficiency 

with which Kuwait converts this energy to income (.39833). This provided the upper 

level for the index that was normalized to run from 0 to 1, where 1 is the value for 

Kuwait. 

16 Bahrain is a country those optimists about human development in the Islamic world 

often point to. It boasts the first major “post-oil” economy in the Persian Gulf. But it 

is small - consisting of an archipelago of 33 islands – with a populace of only 1.2 

million persons. It is increasingly becoming a major financial hub for the Muslim 

world, making strides in Islamic banking. Its record on human rights is abysmal. 

Whether it can remain politically stable in the future is a major concern as the ruling 

family is Sunni and the bulk of the populace Shi’a. While this paper takes the 

position that religious nationalism is a general problem, hardly limited to the Islamic 

world, it is worth mentioning that there is a literature emphasizing legal or religious 

barriers preventing Muslim societies from developing modern commerce, from 

taking full advantage of opportunities in globally viable investment. For instance see 

the discussion in Diner (2009) and Kuran (2011) tracing these problems back to the 

practices put into place during the Golden Age of Islam (from the 17th through the 

13th centuries). For a contrary view arguing that intellectual elites in Islamic 
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countries were prepared to embrace Western Enlightenment principles during the 

late 19th and early 20th century, only to see their ideas pushed aside, marginalized,  

by Islamic nationalists, see Moaddel (2005). 

17 The cross-sectional regressions they run are for date collected over the period from 

1981 to 2001. 

18 Beyer (1994: pp. 166 ff) attributes the overthrow of the Shah of Iran and the 

instituting of a theocratic state to the strength of the Islamic clergy in the lives of 

most Iranians at the local level. The Shah’s attempts to weaken the hold of the 

clergy over the populace by promoting secular education and controlling the 

theological faculties in both seminaries and secular universities. 

19 See Mosk (2014) for details of this argument. The key argument is the existence of a 

four stage process, namely: 

Step One: Religious nationalism empowers those who speak for God, the guardians 

of the Truth. Garnering a monopoly over public discourse concerning laws and 

policies - enjoying virtual immunity from dissent, wielding the weapon of slander, 

branding one’s critics as heretics – the guardians of public virtue aggrandize power. 

Power corrupts. Despite its claim to channel virtue, the rulers of religious 

nationalistic states encourage naked plunder by opportunists lurking in their inner 

circles. 

Step Two: The corruption of rulers and their opportunistic lackeys and henchmen in 

religious nationalist states undermines their credibility among the largely 

disenfranchised true-believers of the faith. In turn true-believers gather together – 
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often in secrecy - spearheading religious reform movements aimed at purifying the 

rituals, ideologies and social norms of the faith. To purify their religious practices 

they turn to the distant past, to the texts and oral traditions of the founders of their 

faith. In so doing they turn their back on ideas and norms emerging in generations 

subsequent to that of the founders. Embracing militant revivalism, their movement 

ultimately walks a knife-edge between dissent and outright dissidence. 

Step Three: Conflict between the official guardians of the Truth and the dissidents 

tears apart the social fabric. In the worst cases it spawns civil war, destroying 

infrastructure, squashing national unity, dismantling government institutions, 

destroying trust. Economic development languishes. 

Step Four: Revivalism feasts off economic failure. Knowing one is one of the blessed, 

secure in one’s knowledge of Truth (in some religions enjoying a guarantee of an 

afterlife in Paradise) offers comfort for the starved, oppressed, outcast masses. The 

hold of religion over the populace is strengthened. Getting the state to better 

represent, embody, the tenets of its faith, becomes more – not less – attractive. The 

religious trap slams shut. For evidence supporting this schema, see Mosk (2014).  

20 Drawing upon years of study of religious inspired violence, Juergensmeyer (2003) 

concludes that there is a global rise in religious violence. His examples range widely: 

Aum Shinrikyo releasing vials of sarin gas in Tokyo subway stations; attacks on 

abortion clinics by Christian Dominion Theology fanatics in the United States; Hamas 

inspired intifada in Palestine; the destruction of a mosque in Ayodhya by an enraged 

Hindu mob in 1992 and mass killings of Muslims in Gujaret in 2002; and the 
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gruesome gunning down with a Galil assault rifle of Palestinians in the vicinity of 

Hebron by Baruch Goldstein in 1994. 

21 I draw upon Bhargava (1998), Juergensmeyer, M. (1993, 2003, 2008), and Van der 

Veer (1998, 2011) for this discussion. 

22 This variable can exceed 57 years, several religious civil wars occurring 

simultaneously. 
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Table 1 

Liberal Nationalism, Religious Nationalism and the Human Development Index: Population 
Weighted Averages of Human Development Measures Classified by the Liberal-Religious 
Nationalism Index (LIBRELIN), Values of LIBRELIN near 1 Indicating Strong Adherence to 

Liberal Nationalism and Values Under .3 Indicating Strong Adherence to Religious Nationalism 

Panel A: LIBRELIN Variables, Circa 2010 (a) 

 

Range for LIBRELIN 

 

LIBRELIN 

Adjusted 

LIBRELIN 

Energy per 
capita 

(ENGpc) 

 

% Muslim 

LIBRELIN > .9 (b) .932 .786 5382.6      2.3 % 

.9 > LIBRELIN > .7 (c) .721 .511 996.1 10.9 

.7 > LIBRELIN > .5 (d) .577 .415 971.2 37.5 

.5 > LIBRELIN > .3 (e) .369 .303 1838.0 18.4 

.3 > LIBRELIN (f) .182 .163 1368.9 82.6 

 

Part B: Human Development Index (HDI Variables, Circa 2010) (g) 

Range for LIBRELIN HDI HDIny HDI Rank – 
GNI Rank 

SAT SAFE 

LIBRELIN > .9 (b) .888 .913 +7.1      85.3 %     71.7 % 

.9 > LIBRELIN > .7 (c) .580 .612 - 3.6 77.4 62.5 

.7 > LIBRELIN > .5 (d) .593 .639 -2.5 77.5 57.7 

.5 > LIBRELIN > .3 (e) .642 .688 -2.6 71.4 72.4 

.3 > LIBRELIN (f) .545 .578 -3.9 47.8 54.7 

 

Sources: Association of Religion Data Archives (2013, 2014), United Nations Development 
Programme (2010, 2013) and World Bank (2014). 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

Notes:  

a LIBRELIN is calculated by weighting together with equal weights of ½ an index of 
secular values and an index of government effectiveness/rule of law combined. 
See text for discussion. The adjusted value of LIBRELIN is computed by adding 
together the LIBRELIN (weighted by 2/3’rds) to an index of energy per capita 
(based on the figures for energy per capita measured in kilograms of oil 
equivalents per capita net of imports and exports), ENGIN. 

b This group consists of 16 countries: listed in descending values of LIBRELIN they 
are Norway, Sweden, Estonia, Ireland, Austria, Chile, the United States, Portugal, 
Australia, Denmark, Spain, Canada, France, Germany, Belgium and Japan. 

c  This group consists of 19 countries: listed in descending values of LIBERLIN they 
are Lithuania, Italy, Botswana, Mongolia, Slovakia, South Africa, Namibia, Latvia, 
Hungary, Israel, Senegal, Romania, Bulgaria, Brazil, Greece, Argentina, Ukraine, 
Peru, and India. 

d  This group consists of 19 countries: listed in descending values of LIBRELIN they 
are Ecuador, Mexico, Macedonia, Philippines, Turkey, Nicaragua, Columbia, 
Kenya, Guatemala, Moldova, Georgia, Tanzania, Thailand, Nigeria, Nepal, 
Venezuela, Kyrgyzstan, Armenia, and Indonesia. 

e  This group consists of 18 countries: listed in descending values of LIBRELIN they 
are Russia, Malaysia, Kuwait, Sri Lanka, Jordan, Azerbaijan, Morocco, Kazakhstan, 
Cameroon, Tajikistan,  Vietnam, Bangladesh, Algeria, Bahrain, Belarus, 
Zimbabwe, and Egypt. 

f  This group consists of 9 countries: listed in descending values of LIBRELIN they 
are Tunisia, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Syria, Sudan, Pakistan, Iran, Burma 
(Myanmar), and Saudi Arabia. 

g  The HDIny is the non-income HDI; SAT is the percentage of the people during 
the period 2007-2011 satisfied with their freedom of choice; and SAFE is the 
percentage of the population reporting that they feel safe. For some of the 
countries, notably those likely to have low percentages SAT and SAFE, estimates 
for SAT and SAFE are not available. 
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Table 2 

Liberal Nationalism, Religious Nationalism and the Human Development Index: Population 
Weighted Averages for Human Development Related Variables and the Liberal-Religious 

Nationalism Index (LIBRELIN) Classified by Values of the Non-income Human Development 
Index (HDIny), Values near 1 Indicating High Human Development and Values Under .5 

Indicating Low Human Development (a) 

Panel A: LIBRELIN Variables, Circa 2010 

 

Range for HDIny 

 

LIBRELIN 

 

Adjusted 
LIBRELIN 

 

ENGpc 

 

% Muslim 

HDIny > .9 (b) .930 .789 5516.3      2.5 % 

.9 > HDIny > .8 (c) .824 .627 2552.3  2.1 

.8 > HDIny > .7 (d) .434 .351 2006.5 11.7 

.7 > HDIny > .6 (e) .476 .349 1035.2 61.8 

.6 > HDIny > .5 (f) .595 .415 598.7 30.1 

.5 > HDIny (g) .496 .348 576.6 45.6 

 

Panel B: Human Development Indices, Circa 2010 

 

Range for HDIny 

 

HDI 

 

HDIny 

 

HDI Rank – 
GNI Rank 

 

SAT 

 

SAFE 

HDIny > .9 (b) .893 .917  +7.5     88.3 %    75.0 % 

.9 > HDIny > .8 (c)  .811 .849  +6.3 71.2 58.4 

.8 > HDIny > .7 (d) .679 .722  -2.3 74.5 67.0 

.7 > HDIny > .6 (e) .614 .662  -4.3 80.8 82.7 

.6 > HDIny > .5 (f) .510 .546  -3.4 79.1 72.7 

.5 > HDIny (g) .403 .432 -10.6 58.5 51.4 
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Table 2 (Continued) 

Sources: See sources for Table 1. 

Notes: 

a For definition of variables see Notes to Table 1. 

b This group consists of 11 countries: listed in descending values of HDIny they are 
Australia, Norway, Ireland, the United States, Israel, Germany, Japan, Canada, Sweden, 
France and Spain. 

c This group consists of 17 countries: listed in descending values of HDIny they are 
Greece, Belgium, Denmark, Italy, Estonia, Austria, Slovakia, Hungary, Chile, Lithuania, 
Latvia, Argentina, Romania, Portugal, Bahrain, Georgia, and Bulgaria. 

d This group consists of 29 countries: listed in descending order of HDIny they are 
Ukraine, Peru, Armenia, Mexico, Malaysia, Belarus, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Jordan, 
Ecuador, Macedonia, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, Columbia, Moldova, Russia, Tunisia, Brazil, 
Kyrgyzstan, Philippines, Iran, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Algeria, Venezuela, Kuwait, 
Mongolia, Tajikistan, and China. 

e This group consists of 9 countries: listed in descending order of HDIny they are Thailand, 
Turkey, Indonesia, Egypt, Nicaragua, Vietnam, Syria and Botswana. 

f This group consists of 9 countries: listed in descending order of HDIny they are 
Morocco, Guatemala, South Africa, India, Bangladesh, Kenya, Pakistan, Burma 
(Myanmar) and Nepal. 

g This group consists of 6 countries: listed in descending order of HDIny they are 
Cameroon, Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Nigeria, Senegal and Sudan. 
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Table 3 

Liberal Nationalism is Not Democracy but Liberal Nationalism is Correlated With the Quality 
of Democracy (the Democracy Index): Population Weighted Averages for HDIny and the 

Democracy Index (DEMIN) Classified by Levels of the LIBRELIN Variable, 2010 

 

Range of LIBRELIN HDIny LIBRELIN DEMIN 

LIBRELIN > .9 (a) .915 .931 78.3 

.9 > LIBRELIN > .8 (b) .764 .835 63.9 

.8 > LIBRELIN > .7 (c) .598 .710 52.8 

.7 > LIBRELIN > .6 (d) .698 .642 53.1 

.6 > LIBRELIN > .5 (e) .585 .531 46.3 

.5 > LIBRELIN (f) .705 .362 37.7 

 

Sources: Global Democracy Ranking (2014) and sources for Table 1. 

Notes: 

a In descending order of HDIny the countries in this group are:  Norway, Sweden, Estonia, 
Ireland, Austria, the United States, Portugal, Australia, Denmark, Spain, Canada, France, 
Germany, Belgium, and Japan. 

b In descending order of HDIny the countries in this group are: Lithuania, Italy, Botswana, 
Mongolia, Slovakia, South Africa, Namibia, Latvia, Hungary and Israel. 

c In descending order of HDIny the countries in this group are: Senegal, Romania, 
Bulgaria, Brazil, Greece, Argentina, Ukraine, Peru and India. 

d In descending order of HDIny the countries in this group are: Ecuador, Mexico, 
Macedonia, Mali, Philippines, Turkey, Nicaragua, Columbia, Kenya, Guatemala, and 
Moldova. 

e In descending order of HDIny the countries in this group are: Georgia, Tanzania, 
Thailand, Nigeria, Nepal, Venezuela, Armenia, and Indonesia. 

f In descending order of HDIny the countries in this group are: Russia, Malaysia, Kuwait, 
Sri Lanka, Morocco, China, Egypt, Tunisia, and Syria. 
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Table 4 

Real Income per Capita in Purchasing Power Parity Adjusted 2005 International Dollars 
and the Human Development Index for Five Predominantly Muslim Countries and 

South Korea, 1990-2010 

 

Country 

Income per Capita (a) Human Development Index  

LIBRELIN  

1990 

 

2000 

 

2010 

Non-
Income 

HDI 

 

HDI 

HDI 
growth 
rate (b) 

Bahrain 17,909 20,783 23,101 .809 .801    0.72 % .354 

Iran  5,810  7,355  9,432 .702 .721 1.35 .138 

Kuwait 22,695 37,232  41,240 .771 .714 n.e. .469 

Saudi Arabia 15,515 17,030  20,189 .752 .742 0.96 .103 

South Korea 11,643 18,729  26,609 .918 .877 0.95 n.e. 

 

Sources: Heston, Summers, and Aten (2012) and sources for Table 1. 

Notes: 

a Based on a chained index. 

b Annual compounded growth rate for the HDI between 1990 and 2010. 

n.e. not estimated. 
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Table 5 

Years of Religious Civil Wars (RELCWY), Non-income Human Development Index (HDIny) and 
the Liberal-Religious Nationalism Index (LIBRELIN): Population Weighted Averages for 

Countries in the Group 

Panel A: Countries Classified by the LIBRELIN Index 

Range for LIBRELIN LIBRELIN RELCWY HDIny 

LIBRELIN > .9 (a) .932     0.02 .913 

.9 > LIBRELIN > .8 (b) .835      5.62 .764 

.8 > LIBRELIN > .7 (c) .710 109.88 .598 

.7 > LIBRELIN > .6 (d) .642     27.20 .698 

.6 > LIBRELIN > .5 (e) .531     18.61 .586 

.5 > LIBRELIN > .4 (f) .452    10.40 .690 

.4 > LIBRELIN > .3 (g) .350    17.68 .668 

.3 > LIBRELIN (h) .180     27.31 .564 

 

Panel B: Countries Classified by Years of Religious Civil Wars (RELCWY) 

Range/Value for RELCWY RELCWY HDIny LIBRELIN 

RELCWY = 0 (i)     0 .770 .709 

5 > RELCWY > 0 (j)   1.6 .618 .573 

20 > RELCWY > 5 (k)  13.0 .697 .390 

RELCWY > 20 (l) 101.4 .579 .583 

 

Sources: See sources for Table 1 and Lindberg (2008). 

Notes: 

a In descending order of LIBRELIN the countries are: Norway, Sweden, Estonia, Ireland, 
Austria, Chile, the United States, Portugal, Australia, Denmark, Spain, Canada, France, 
Germany, Belgium and Japan. 
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Table 5 (Continued) 

Notes: 

b In descending order of LIBRELIN the countries are: Lithuania, Italy, Botswana, Mongolia, 
Slovakia, South Africa, Namibia, Latvia, Hungary, and Israel. 

c In descending order of LIBRELIN the countries are: Senegal, Romania, Bulgaria, Brazil, 
Greece, Argentina, Ukraine, Peru, and India. 

d In descending order of LIBRELIN the countries are: Ecuador, Mexico, Macedonia, Mali, 
Philippines, Turkey, Nicaragua, Columbia, Kenya, Guatemala, and Moldova. 

e In descending order of LIBRELIN the countries are: Georgia, Tanzania, Thailand, Nigeria, 
Nepal, Venezuela, Kyrgyzstan, Armenia, and Indonesia. 

f In descending order of LIBRELIN the countries are: Comoros, Russia, Malaysia, Kuwait, 
Sri Lanka, Azerbaijan, Morocco, Kazakhstan, Cameroon, Tajikistan, and Vietnam. 

g In descending order of LIBRELIN the countries are: Chad, Bangladesh, Algeria, Bahrain, 
Ethiopia, China, Belarus, Zimbabwe, and Egypt. 

h In descending order of LIBRELIN the countries are: Tunisia, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, 
Mauritania, Syria, Sudan, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, Burma (Myanmar), and Saudi 
Arabia. 

i There are 54 countries in this group: all of the countries listed in Notes a through h 
above excepting those listed in Notes j, k and l below. 

j In ascending order of RELCWY the countries are: Cameron, Chile, Kenya, Macedonia, 
Romania, Syria, Uzbekistan, Venezuela, Mexico, Nigeria, and Azerbaijan. 

k In ascending order of RELCWY the countries are: Egypt, South Africa, Nepal, Thailand, 
Vietnam, Nicaragua, Russia, China, and Peru. 

l In ascending order of RELCWY the countries are: Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Turkey, 
Malaysia, Iran, Sudan, Columbia, Guatemala, Indonesia, Israel, Philippines, Ethiopia, 
India and Burma (Myanmar).  
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Chart 1 

Non-income HDI (HDIny) and Liberal-Religious 

Nationalism Index (LIBRELIN) 
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Chart 2 

                                          Chart 2 

HDI and Adjusted Liberal-Religious Nationalism Index  

                              [LIBRELIN (Adjusted)] 
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